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Subject: - Earthquake Resistance Design of Structure (Elective ID PE7650l)

{ C,ardidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Atte@ '4ll questiorts.
{ The fgres in the maigin indicate FulI Mnrles.
,/ Use of IS 1893-2002(Qart !1, is allowed.
r' Asmme suitable data if necessary.

Briefly explain the plate tectonic theory. Define a magnitude of an earthquake. How is

itsdifferent from intensity of an earthquake?

Estimae the moment magnitude of an earthquake with rupture length of 100 km
ruptrne width of 50 km and slip of average fault slip of 3.20 m. Take modulus of
;diairy as 3.5 * lOto N/m2.

Lists the different Attenuation relationship model with mattremaical expressions for
PGA

Using a appropriate Affenuation law, estimate PGA at a site which is 220 km from
MCT(3-3) with a :6.2,b:0.8 having 10% probability of an exceedance in 50 years.

Ecplain the information required for Seismic Hazard Analysis. Also explain in
stepwise how probabilistic seismic hazard analysis of a site is carried out.

Compare the seisrnic coefficient method and response spectrum method in the design

ofnmlti storeyed buildings. t4l

A three storey buildin! as shown in figure below has the following vibration
pnoperties.

l. a)

b)

2. a)

b)

c)

3. a)

b)
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IIlr = 21,000 kg
I[2:42,N0kg
ID3: 58'000 kg
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4. a)

3.5 m

Stiffrrcss of
franre$

: -50O KN

5' a) What are advantages of SMRF over OMRF in the design of multi-storeyed building?
what is the provision fordrift evaluation in IS I gg3-2002.

b) Describe in a brief the Global stiffness matrix for a 3 - D rnoment resisting frames in
reference with local stiffness matrix of plane frames of the s€rme building.

b)

(i) Determine the displacement for each storey level due to all modes of
vibrations

(ii) Determine the lateral load at each level for each mode of vibrations and also
determine its maximum value due to all modes using SRSS rnethod.

(iii)Determine the base shear due to all modes using also SRSS rnethod. Also
determine the mode participation factor, effective rnodal masses and the
number of modes upto which the analysis to be considered as defined in
rs 1893-2002. tlsl

A three storey RCC residential building with a total height of 9.0m and a storey height
of 3.0m each has to be designed in SMRF. The proposed building is located-in
seismic zone - V and soil condition as soft soil. The lumped weight due to dead loads
is 6 KN/rnz on floors and 5.0 KN/#-on roof. The floorJ are subjected to live load of
2'0 KN/m2 and the roof to 1.5 KN/m2. If the floor and roof at each level have area of
120 sq.m, determine the design seismic load on the building as per IS lgg3-2002(Part-I) 

t8l
The figure given below shown the plan of an one storey buildings which could be
considered as composed of 2-D frames along the orthogonal difuctions. The roof
diapharm is rigid in its orvn plane and mass of the roof is uniformly distributed. The
building is subjected to a lateral load of 500 KN due to earthquake in y-direction and
passing through the centre of rnass of the building. Calculate-the lateral forces in the
2-D frames. U2l

l4l

t6l
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r' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Attempt AII questions.
{ The Jigures in the margin indicate Fu!!furk.y' Assume suitable data ifnecessary.

I (a) What' is tectonic theory? Explain in brief the elastic rebound rheory. Define the
magnitude ofan earthquake as given by Charles ftichtpr. (6)

(b) Calculate the moment magnitude of an earthquakq with the ruptur€ area dimensions of
length 35km, width l5km and slip I meter. Assume modutus of rigidity, p = 3.5 x l0r0 (6)N/m'.

(c) What are the major steps of the Deterministic Seismic Hazard Analysis (DSHA)? What
is the principle of Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHAX

2 (a) What is response spectnrm? Write down the relationship among pseudo velocify
response, sp€ctral displacement and pscudo accelerdion response.

O) A three-story building is modeled as 3-DOF system and rigid floors as shown in Figure
shown below. Determine the top floor maximum displacement and base shear due to El-
Centro, 1940 earthquake ground motion using the respgnse spectrum method. The El-
Centro earthquake r€sponse spectrum is presented in the _figure below. Take the inter-
story lateral stiffiress of floors i.e, h = k2= 1i=16357,5 x I 0r N/m and the floor mass zr =
zz= 10000 kg and 215000 kg. The results of the free vibration analysis are also given
below. (lO)

e =20.93? radfstrf,,l q - 572rudlw, e='?8jtr?d,l5tr;

(4)

(6)

(n) = f;;l *': {i} {0,} =f*d
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\--, Figure: Displacernent response spectra ofEl-Centrq lg4}earttrquake ground motion.

3 (a) Define rigid floor diaphragrn- what is center of stififrress? Describe how the cenrer ofstiffiress is determined with a simple example.

(b) The figure glven below shows the
walls with-the lateral stiffrresses as
is rigid in its own planq and the mass o
subjected to a lateral load of g00 ld{,
through the center ofmass ofthe buildin

(6)

(10)

a@).

(b)

(6)

(t 0)

Wall 1 Wall3 k: = O.2Sk

kr = 0.65k kz= 0.35k 
j



''
20 kN

40 kN

5- trvrite in briefthe principrss and concepts of (any thrce oniy,)

(a) Types of faults
O) DOF and global stiffiress matrix of 3-D moment resisting frames
(c) Lateral stiffness matrix of a solid shear wall with considJration of rocking of footing.
(d) Response spectrum analysis of a.MDOF frarne.
(e) Seismic coefficient Mcthod of seisrnic analysis
(0 Ce4ter of mass, center of stiffness and torsionally coupled system

(axa )

+* d(
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1. a)

b)

c)

Subject: - Earthquake Resistance Design of Structure (Elective II) (CE76501)

,/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
,/ Attempt AII questions.
{ The figures in the margin indicate FuA Marks.
r' Use of IS 1893-2002 (part-It is allowed.
r' Assume suitable data if necessary.

t6l

I2l
Find the spectral pseudo-velocity and spectral displacement of a structure, which has

anatural frequency of vibration 7 Hz and a damping ratio of €:0.03, coffesponding
to a spectral acceleration of 14 m/sec2. l4l
An Earthquake eauses an average of 4m strike-slip displacement over 120 km long,
40 km deep portion of a transform fault. Assuming that the rock along faulty had
average rupture strength of 180 kpu, estimate the seismic moment and moment
magnitude of the Earthquake. t4l

2. A three story building is modeled as 3-DOF system with rigid floors as shown in the
figure (a). Determine the top floor mar<imum displacement and shear due to the
earthquake ground motion using the response spectrum (given in figure b) method.
Assume Ks:K2:3Kr and rr3:1.5m2:m1, where Kr:200 kltt/m and m1:2500 kg. 116I

Discuss about the seismichazwds with suitable examples.

Define Richter scale.

d)
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3. a) Define the torsionally uncoupled and torsionally coupled system of buildings. Also
described how the lateral loads are distributed among the vertical members. l4l

(b)
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l
b) For one storey building with rigid floor diagram. 600 KM lateral load acts at storey

level along Y-direction as shown in figure. All the column of equal sizes as square
type. Distribution of frame stiffness are as shown and assume uniform distribution of
load in the floor, calculate the lateral force in the individual frames and sketches the
2-D frarre along Y-direction. U2l

5.0 m 4.5 m 5.5 m

Frame
Stiffiress

2.5K

3.5 rn

3.0K

3.0 m

3.5K

4.0 m

3K

Stiffiress

4. a) Define seismic coefficient and base shear. Write down the empirical formulae for
determination of fundamental time period of a RC framed building.

b) A five story reinforced concrete building is to be designed as SMpp. and is located to .v
Kathmandu having medium soil site. The lumped weight due to dead load is 8 I(N/m2
and live load of 7 KN/m2 on floors. The toof it subjJcted to a dead load is 5 KIrI/m2
and live load of 1.5 KN/m2. If the floor and roof ai each level have area of 250rr?,
determine seismic load as per lsl893(part I)-2002. Assume suitable data as per
relevant code. U2l

5. Write short notes on: (Any four)

a) Approximate method for lateral load analysis of plane frame structures
b) Concept of Moment resisting franes
c) Ductile detailing of RCC structures
d) Failure Mechanisms of Masonry buildings
e) Seismic waves

faxa]

I4l

2.0K
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'.- - i. a)

b)

Subject' - Earthquake R.esistance Design of Structure (Elective fil GE7650l)

,/ Candidates are required tc give tl'reir answers in their orvn words as far as practicable.

r' Atrcmpt ,A,il questions-
,/ the figures in the margin indicate Full Marks'

Vse of IS tr893-2-002 {part'Ir is altowed'
,/ Assume suitable dato if necessary.

What is a fault? Explain each tlpe of fault with a neat figure.

Estimate the moment magnitude of an event with rupture length of 120 km, rupture

width of 40 km and slip of average fault slip of 3m. Take moduius of rigidity, as

3.5x loro N/m2.

What is an attenuation relationship? What are the main parameters of earthquake

sources on which attenuation of tlte ground motion parameter depends?

Define Seismic Hazard at a site. Explain in stepwise how deterministic seismic

Hazardanalysis of a site is canied out.

Write down the Rienter- Gutenberg Recurrence law. Explain how probabilistic

density function of magnitude is obtained.

t4l

t8l

L4l

t8l

t3l

t5l

c)

2. a)

b)

c) The main central Thrust (MCT-3.0) having a= 6.2 and b: 1.0 can produce mo<imum

size of earthquake magnitude of 6.0 R.ichter scale" Calcuiate the Return period of the

earthquake.

3. The acceleration response spectrum values for a two storey shear building, as shown in

fo.s+ol 1

the figure helorv, are given ffi S" = ] :':.^l imlsec'. Calculate for each mode of,vibration,
Lo.835j

the maximurn displacement. shear force and over tuming moment at each storey levei.

Also determine total rnanimums for each of the response quantities of the above. tl6l

T
t'

+
l,

J

KN-sec2/m

1,21

z=75K
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4. a) The figrue shown below shows the plan of one-storey buildings, which may be

considered as cornposed of 2-D frames along the orthogonal directions. The roof
diaphragm is rigid in its o*n plane, and the mass of the roof is uniformly distributed.
The building is subjected to a lateral load of 800 KN, due to earttrquake, in Y-
direction and passing through the centre of mass of the building. Calculate the lateral
forces in the 2-D frames. tl U

1
i

5.

b) Desc,ribe in brief the portal method of lateral load analysis of frame.

Write short notes on: (Any four)

a) Rigid Diaphragm effect
b) Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA)
c) Ground motion parameters
d) Seismic zoning
e) Failure mechanisms of masonry wall

t5l

[axa]


